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Managing the Environment
Railways are one of the least polluting modes of transport. Efforts are 

steadily being made to make railway operation environment-friendly. Some 
of the important steps taken in this direction are enumerated in the succeeding 
paras.
Eliminating the use of wooden sleepers

As alternative to wooden sleepers, Indian Railway has already  developed 
and adopted the composite sleepers made of a polymer matrix, typically 
polyethylene (HDPE), which will also be used on steel girder bridges.   
Afforestation

In pursuance of Railway’s commitment towards environment 
improvement and to prevent unauthorized encroachment on Railway Land, 
afforestation is done on the vacant Railway Land. As on 31.03.2016 a total of 
0.43 Lakh Hectares (approximately) of Railway Land is under Afforestation.

During the year 2015-16, 55 lakh saplings were planted on Railway 
Land.
Green Energy Initiatives on IR
Policy directives:

Following Hon’ble MR’s announcement in the Budget 2015-16, it has 
been planned to utilize Railways wasteland and rooftops (Railway Platform, 
service buildings, coaches etc.) for setting up solar power plants and utilize the 
energy so generated for its own purpose.

The emphasis on IR is towards development of solar power mainly 
through Public Private Partnership (PPP) model, that is Railway will provide 
its space to developer and investor will provide all solar plants and Railway 
will sign a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) for long term (25 years) with 
identified developer. The developer will be decided through open tender. 
Access where renewable energy resources are being harnessed:

Indian Railway has committed itself to the cause of reducing carbon 
emission by adopting renewable energy on priority. Following actions are 
being taken/will be taken in this direction: 
Solar Energy

Grid connected/off grid solar panel to be provided at Divisional  y
Head  Quarters, Zonal headquarters, maintenance depots, sheds and 
workshops.
Solar plus wind hybrid power systems at stations, in addition to the  y
existing power supply to harness the wind and solar energy to the 
fullest.
Solar based water heating system at all railway stations, rest houses,  y
running rooms, hospitals, base-kitchens & other railway premises.
Use of solar cooker in Railway Institutes, Training Schools, Rest Houses,  y
Running Rooms, Base Kitchen and other Railways premises.
Policy initiatives & intervention taken to harness green energy resources and  y
implementing energy conservation measures have yielded fruitful results.  

Solar system at LC gate, NFR

Watering by safaiwala in platform, NFR
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Journey so far
So far IR has harnessed about 14 MWp of solar energy at about 4,761 

LC gates, 650 way side Railway stations, 69 office buildings which includes 
1 MW on Katra, 500 KW each at Varanasi, Jaipur, Secunderabad, Kolkata 
Metro & Bhusawal stations, Rail Coach Factory Rai Bareli, 1,500 solar based 
street lights, 1,502. solar water heaters at training institutes/running-rooms/
hospitals/rest-houses/canteens/ base kitchens etc.  
Future planning

Indian Railway is contemplating setting up of grid connected solar 
power installations of about 1000 MW by providing solar PV modules as a 
part of green energy initiatives by 2020. IR has also envisaged harnessing 
solar energy by utilizing roof top spaces of Railway stations and other Railway 
buildings and land, including through PPP mode for which guidelines & 
Model Bid Documents have been issued for this tender for above 50 MW 
capacity have already been issued. 
Solar Capacity Installed Year-wise:
Solar Plants 2014-15 2015-16 Total Installed 

Capacity
SPV at LC Gates 323 306 4761
SPV Water Heater 147 102 1354
SPV Capacity installed on Railway 
Buildings

6.52 MW 2.54 MW 10.55 MW

Wind Energy
Indian Railways has planned to set up about 200 MW of wind mill 

power plants. 10.5 MW capacity wind mill plant has already been set up in 
Triunelveli District, Tamilnadu for meeting energy demand of Integral Coach 
Factory (ICF), Chennai and 26 MW windmill power plant has also been 
commissioned by Railway Energy Management Company Limited (REMCL) 
at Jaisalmer in Rajasthan in October, 2015. 
Escalators and Lifts under Passenger Amenities.

As per policy guidelines, Escalators/lifts have been planned to be 
provided at ‘A1’ category and escalators at ‘A’ category, ‘C’ category and 
stations of tourist importance under desirable amenities. During 2015-16,  
31 escalators at 20 stations and 15 lifts at 11 stations have been provided. 
So far 310 escalators at 129 stations and 178 lifts at 79 stations have been 
provided across Indian Railway (including Metro Railway Kolkata and 
Chennai suburban stations).
Energy Conservation

Implementation of various energy conservation efforts is yielding 
fruitful results as the energy consumption during last 5 years remained almost 
constant despite increase in connected load during the last 4 years.  This 
Energy conservation effort has also been recognized as Zonal Railways and 
Production Units bagged 23 “National Energy Conservation Awards” in 2015. 
‘Energy Conservation Week’ is being celebrated every year during energy 
conservation day on 14th December to spread the awareness of energy 
efficiency and conservation initiatives amongst the Railway employees.

Solar pannel near Kamakhya Station, 
NFR

First 5.2KWp wind-Solar Hybrid Power 
Generating Plant at IRIEEN, Nasik, 
Commissioned in 2015
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To further improve upon energy efficiency in non-traction field, the 
following are being taken up:

An MOU between Railway Energy Management Company Limited  y
(REMCL) and Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL) for 
implementation of Energy Conservation projects over Railways was 
signed with an aim to provide a frame work for promoting future solutions 
and facilitate Railways on  bringing  a change in its energy mix.
Railway Board has issued directives to Zonal Railways to utilize LED  y
tube light fittings and under Domestic Efficient Lighting Programme 
(DELP) Scheme. About 10 lakh LED bulbs have been distributed to 
railway staff till Jan.’16.
In addition, 2 lakh LED Bulbs were installed by Zonal Railways till  y
now.
About 339 Railway Stations have already been provided with 100%  y
LED lighting. Under this program, 2,766 stations are planned in current 
year and 5,137 in next financial year.
To take up this goal of energy efficiency, Railway have become a part  y
of ‘Perform Achieve and Trade’(PAT) scheme of ‘Bureau of Energy 
Efficiency’ (BEE). Under this 22 ‘Designated Consumers’ (DCs) have 
been declared (16 Zonal Railways and 6 production units). 
Replacement of 90 W ceiling fans with energy efficient 60 W ceiling  y
fans.

Bio-Diesel 
Indian Railways has started using HSD oil blended with 5%  

bio-diesel (B5) mixture on World Environment day i.e on 05.06.2015 at two 
locations Itarsi/ WCR and Sanathnagar/SCR and subsequently started at 16 
locations on 8 Zonal Railways. Use of bio-diesel will result in reduction of 
Greenhouse Gases emissions, earning of carbon credits & saving of foreign 
exchange. 
CNG DEMU

Indian Railways has already embarked on its journey to use alternate 
source of energy like CNG in its fleet of Diesel Electric Multiple Units (DEMUs). 
Recently, three rakes with two DPCs have been put in service on Rewari-
Rohtak section of Northern Railway.  CNG is not only cheaper fuel than diesel 
but is also more environment friendly. 
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) 

APU is a self-contained unit containing a small diesel engine coupled 
with a compressor and alternator for battery charging.    In APU System, Main 
Engine shuts down and small 25 HP engine starts and charges batteries and 
air brakes pipes, when loco idles for more than 10 minutes.  The diesel engine 
of APU consumes only 3 litres of diesel per hour in comparison to 25 litres by 
the main engine of the locomotive.  Expected savings per loco fitted with APU 
is `20 lakhs/year on account of savings in fuel oil only.

First Train 12080 (Jan Shatabdi Express) 
powered by biodiesel fuel blending for 
clean & Green environment, SWR

Bio Degradable Bags for Waste Disposal in 
Goa Express, SWR

2x50 KWp Grid connected roof top 
solar power plant at DLW Administrative 
Building
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Remote Monitoring and Management of Locomotives and Trains 
(REMMLOT) 

Enables remote monitoring of Diesel Locomotives. It specifically enables 
analysis of lapses on part of the loco pilot, when he is reported to have passed 
a signal at danger. This will enable focused counseling and training of such 
crew, who are prone to unsafe working. REMMLOT also monitors condition of 
locomotive and helps in preventive maintenance of locomotives. The above 
system is already running on about 2,582 locomotives.
Guidance for Optimized Loco Driving (GOLD) 

This is a GPS based driver guidance system, which assists the loco pilot 
in optimizing fuel consumption with an eye on terrain ahead. It advises the 
loco pilot to lower throttle if there is a down gradient ahead or to throttle up 
if there is a climb ahead. It also warns the crew of signals, stations and level 
crossing gates ahead. 
Common Rail Electronic Direct Injection (CREDI) 

Use of CReDI as fuel injection system leads to reduction in fuel 
consumption, reduction of emissions to very low levels and reduction of engine 
combustion generated noise.  In addition, the life of engine is increased due to 
controlled injection and combustion of fuel.
The following developments are also in hand with regard to Diesel 
Locomotives:

Multi-genset locomotive - In this, a single large engine is replaced by 
three smaller engines. An on-board computer monitors the power requirement 
and shuts down/starts engines as per load demands, which makes it more 
fuel-efficient. 

Noise level reduction in Diesel loco cabs - Existing Noise level in 
the cabin (rear) is around 96 dB (A).  Aim is to reduce it to 85 dB (A), which 
will be at par with US norms. DLW has tried a new acoustic insulation scheme 
to reduce noise level in the crew cabin. In trial, noise level has reduced to 90 
dB (A) with new acoustic insulation.

Diesel Locos with Hotel Load capability - Presently end-on 
generation trains like Rajdhani, Shatabdi and LHB coach trains carry two 
diesel generator cars to meet their requirement of hotel load (electrical load 
of air-conditioning, lighting, fans, pantry car etc.). Provision of hotel load has 
been made on Diesel Locomotives which will eliminate use of diesel generator 
cars, thereby replacing one power car by a passenger carrying coach and the 
other power car would be standby. This will help in fuel saving to the tune 
of 10-15% of the consumption in power cars. Prototype with 500 KVA hotel 
load manufactured and is in use in certain trains.

Toilet onboard 4500 HP WDG4D Diesel Electric Locomotive - 
Keeping in view the inherent need for improving crew comfort, DLW has 
designed and manufactured a HHP Diesel Electric Freight locomotive fitted 
with Vacuum type toilet having microprocessor based controls and inbuilt 
safety interlocks onboard. It is equipped with environment friendly and 
self-sustaining bio-digester technology for onboard sewage treatment. First 
WDG4D HHP locomotive fitted with vacuum based toilet and bio-digester 
system has been flagged off on 6th May, 2016.

MGS Lake Bakley after cleaning, ECR

Use of Solar Energy at Howrah Station, 
ER

Maiden Computer Based Air-Conditioning 
Study Unit at IRIEEN, Nasik, Commissioned 
in 2016


